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DOWN
1.  Most famous tennis tournament 
3.  Another type of drive
5.  You want a _____ follow-through with a slice
6.  There are this many types of serves in tennis
7.  It is in the middle of the court and the ball must be hit 

over it
10.  One type of drive
12.  Comes from the French word for “egg”
14.  This major introduced tennis to England in 1873
15.  The server hits the net with the ball and the ball lands in 

the right place
16.  Makes the ball bounce and spin
17.  Martina says keep it short and simple
19.  The power of the volley comes not from the swing but 

from this
21.  The first point scored after deuce

ACROSS
2.  A popular tennis tournament
4.  One must win at least six of these to win the set
8.  Love in tennis means this for a score 
9.  Short backswing and upward motion
11.  Martina _________
13.  Tennis was originally played on this
16.  A tennis game starts with one of these
18. When the server hits the net with the ball
20.  The direction of the player’s weight when hitting a slice
22.  A score of 40-40
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Tennis

Wimbledon

Wingfield

Greece

France

Fault

Serve

Deuce

Advantage

Love

Egg

Navratilova

Lob

Slice

Isner

Nadal

Williams

Sharapova

Volley

Drive

Find these words in the above puzzle. Circle the words.
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WORD SCRAMBLE TENNIS

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________


